
Have you ever noticed a news report where the executive director or
employee of a North Dakota nonprofit was arrested for embezzlement?
Does it make you wonder how it happened? How could someone steal
from a nonprofit right in front of the finance committee and the
governing board? Whose responsibility is it to provide ongoing
monitoring of all funds? What safeguards can we put in place to lower
the risk of misappropriation of funds or embezzlement? In a larger
nonprofit, what if it was the internal auditor that was taking the funds?
It happens.

It is a well-known fact that volunteer boards have members who will
never ask a question about the financial statement because they do not
want to be perceived as “not understanding what the numbers mean”. I
worked for nonprofits for 25 years as the CEO and no one wants to ask
questions when the financials are presented at a full board meeting.
Most of our members were only interested in the bottom line and
knowing that we had enough cash flow to operate.
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Nancy's Nonprofit Notes
Oh no, what just happened?

Fraud & Internal Controls



Segregation of duties, deposits to be made by someone other than the accountant.
Secure and protect passwords on computers and accounting systems.
Secure checkbooks and credit cards, reconcile accounts and authorize expenditures with PO’s to
maintain a paper trail of authorized purchases.
Provide new board members with 3 years of comparative financial data in a summary spreadsheet as
follows: Income Statement Summaries, Current Budget, and Balance Sheet comparisons to show
normal variances in cash flow and changes in fund balances. Set aside time to explain the fiduciary
responsibility of the board and how they can protect the organization by reading the financial
statements, comparing the data to previous years and asking questions about cash flow and fund
changes.

First and foremost, make sure that every board member receives actual financial data from the accounting
system and that every member of the board knows how to read/analyze the financial statements
effectively. Providing strong support to your board helps them carry out their fiduciary responsibilities on
behalf of the nonprofit. NOTE: Never share a detailed report to any board member concerning individual
salaries. Provide a schedule of salary ranges and number the salary range for positions. It is never a good
idea to provide specific salaries; showing competitive salary ranges compared to your positions is a way
to encourage increasing salaries within your organization. You want the focus to be on the mission and
not a debate about individual salaries. *If you can afford an external audit or have a CPA/Accounting Firm
volunteer to do an external audit of your annual financials, take advantage of the credibility risk
management that this audit provides. Keep immaculate records and well-organized paper trail.

I have always taken the initiative to provide the actual end of month income statement Summary Income
Statement and Summary Balance Sheet as printed directly from the reports menu in our accounting
system. In addition, as a convenience for finance committee and board members, I would show the
monthly change in line-item summaries and budget comparison on an excel spreadsheet to facilitate
close monitoring of our funds. Footnotes were attached on a separate page to explain variances in cash
and movement of cash shown on the balance sheet and clearly stating why the cash was moved out of
different funds. In most instances, the finance committee approved any movement of cash from the
reserve fund to the operating fund. Our Board Chair of the Finance Committee presented the Financial
Report at our meetings and by action of the board, it was accepted as presented. Herein is the
documentation that the board of directors is carrying out their fiduciary duties to care for and protect the
assets and good will of the organization.

Internal Controls



If cash is involved in your operation, make sure that two people are responsible for the care and
accounting for the cash in writing and with dated signatures.
If you are allowing others to receive cash payment for events, only accept checks if possible.
Especially if some events are sponsored for needy individuals and those who can pay are more than
willing to do so. This is an area where the individual receiving the cash can take the cash and then
ask for sponsorship of the program fee.
All bank accounts and signature updates are subject to board action/authorization. Board members
who automatically sign off on bank account signature cards without knowingly of board approval
should raise a red flag in your organization. (Large embezzlements involve an extra account to
deposit donor gifts, fake letterhead and thank you notes, so be aware and be informed!)
Require two signatures on of written checks. Small organizations usually have the Finance Chair or
Treasurer of the organization along with another person signing checks.

Embezzlement not only hurts an organization, it hurts the people it serves and the community that
supports it. We can’t expect to prevent it 100%, but a few simple steps can reduce its likelihood
substantially. But perhaps the most important step is to set an atmosphere and climate of accountability.
I will never forget the time that I received a call from a board member, asking my why a certain volunteer
was writing out checks directly to me. It was a check for under $13 for a rider insurance policy. I wrote
out a personal check to cover the premium because the volunteer was from out of town and the premium
was due immediately for an international trip that she had planned. It was close to the end of the day
and on a Friday. However, the board member reminded me that we cannot make exceptions and put
ourselves out there for dishonest accusations, should someone choose to question the transaction. The
action also compromised our internal controls and it send the wrong message about accountability and
ethics. I have always prided myself in how the board members and I have maintained the integrity of our
financial management of our organization. Lesson learned.

The board collectively, and directors/trustees individually, owe fiduciary duties to the nonprofit
organization they serve. In essence, exercising fiduciary duties means that board members have a duty to
act with care and in the best interest of the organization and remain loyal to its mission, as opposed to
acting in their own interest or the interest of the CEO/Executive Director that they supervise.

I cannot stress enough, if you are on a board of directors and you are not attending meetings or paying
attention to the financial reports, in the end, the buck stops with all individuals who are/were serving on
board. Even if you resign in a crisis, you are still liable for the decisions or inaction of the board.


